We measure the shot noise of a quantum point-contact using a capacitively coupled InAs double quantum dot as an on-chip sensor. Our measurement signals are the (bidirectional) interdot electronic tunneling rates which are determined by means of time-resolved charge sensing. The detector frequency is set by the relative detuning of the energy levels in the two dots. For nonzero detuning, the noise in the quantum point-contact generates inelastic tunneling in the double dot and thus causes an increase in the interdot tunneling rate. Conservation of spectral weight in the dots implies that this increase must be compensated by a decrease in the rate close to zero detuning, which is quantitatively confirmed in our experiment.
We measure the shot noise of a quantum point-contact using a capacitively coupled InAs double quantum dot as an on-chip sensor. Our measurement signals are the (bidirectional) interdot electronic tunneling rates which are determined by means of time-resolved charge sensing. The detector frequency is set by the relative detuning of the energy levels in the two dots. For nonzero detuning, the noise in the quantum point-contact generates inelastic tunneling in the double dot and thus causes an increase in the interdot tunneling rate. Conservation of spectral weight in the dots implies that this increase must be compensated by a decrease in the rate close to zero detuning, which is quantitatively confirmed in our experiment. Charge detection with on-chip sensors provides a powerful tool for investigating the electronic properties of mesoscopic circuits. By performing the detection with sufficient bandwidth, the observation of single-electron charging events in real time becomes possible, which has been used, e.g., to read out the spin of quantum dots, 1 to investigate the transport statistics of interacting electrons, 2, 3 or to measure small currents. 3, 4, 5 One of the simplest detectors offering enough sensitivity to perform this kind of experiments is the quantum point-contact 6 (QPC). However, the quantum dots (QDs) that are typically probed by QPC sensors represent highly sensitive electronic devices on their own. Charge detection therefore comes with a considerable amount of back-action of the QPC on the QD to which both photons 7, 8 and phonons 9, 10 have been shown to contribute.
One way of describing the photonic part of the backaction is in terms of the shot noise of the QPC which couples capacitively to the QD system and generates photonassisted tunneling 11 (PAT). From this viewpoint, the QD system can serve as a measurement device for the QPC noise. 12, 5 Since it works on chip, it is inherently fast, and when using a double quantum dot (DQD), frequencytunable noise detection becomes possible via control of the interdot level detuning. In the work presented here, we use such a DQD detector to measure noise of a QPC. Owing to the sample design, with the QPC located in a different host crystal (GaAs/AlGaAs) than the noise probe (an InAs DQD), our setup features a suppression of the phononic part of the QPC-DQD interaction while maintaining an extraordinarily large capacitive coupling: QPC conductance changes caused by dot charging can exceed 50%, while the corresponding figure for split-gate or AFM-defined samples is typically a few percent.
13,14
In contrast to previous experiments, we are able to measure the response of the DQD along the whole detuning axis from positive to negative values. In particular, we observe the reduction in the DQD tunneling rate around zero detuning in response to the QPC noise, 11 an effect which is associated with the normalization of the spectral density of the dot wave functions. Figure 1 (a) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the sample. It is fabricated by depositing an InAs nanowire on top of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure containing a 37-nm-deep two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG; density 4 × 10 11 cm −2 , mobility 3 × 10 5 cm 2 /Vs at 2 K). By subsequent electron beam lithography and wet etching, QDs in the nanowire and constrictions in the 2DEG are defined simultaneously which ensures perfect alignment between QD and sensor (for details see Refs. 15 and 16) . The parts of the 2DEG marked "L" and "R" serve as side gates to tune the QPC conductances. Similarly, the QPCs are used as gates to selectively tune the QD potentials by applying offset voltages V 2degL , V 2degR to both source and drain. All measurements were done in a 4 He cryostat at T = 2 K.
The DQD is operated at zero source-drain voltage and is tuned to a regime with very opaque barriers where its charge dynamics is monitored with the QPC sensors. These are biased with source-drain voltages V qpcL , V qpcR , and their currents are measured with a bandwidth of 10 kHz. Figure 1(b) shows a typical time dependence of the left QPC's conductance, which exhibits steps whenever a dot-charging event takes place. In measuring the event rate Γ = 1/ τ 1 + τ 2 as a function of V 2degL and V 2degR , we expect to reproduce the DQD charge stability diagram with nonzero Γ along the boundaries of the hexagonal regions of stable charge. In the corresponding graph in Fig. 1(c) , which contains the data from the left QPC readout, we observe nearly vertical lines belonging to tunneling between the left QD and the source lead (∼ 10 Hz) and short, diagonal lines where interdot tunneling takes place (∼ 1 kHz). The horizontal charging lines of the right dot are only visible in the time-averaged signal (not shown), as the associated dot-drain transitions are too fast to be resolved in real time. The absolute occupation numbers of the two dots are not known, and hence the index pairs (n, m) assigned to the hexagons mark the excess electron numbers relative to the state labeled (0, 0).
Apart from the features associated with the DQD, counts are detected in the (2,0) and (2,1) regions, as well as in the top left corner of the plot 1(c). We attribute these additional fluctuations to charge traps residing in the vicinity of the QPCs. Performing the measurements in the crossover region between charge states (0,1) and (1,0), we avoid disturbance by additional charge traps. We note that a change in QPC bias may trigger the activity of additional fluctuators, which however would leave clear signatures in the time-resolved current traces. In particular, additional amplitude-and time-scales characteristic for the dynamics of the charge trap would show up in the current traces on top of the DQD signal. In our experiments no such additional features have shown up.
In moving along the dashed line in Fig. 1 (c), we continuously vary the energy difference δ = µ Fig. 2(a) . The energies µ 2 L and µ 2 R required for doubly occupying the DQD are higher by the mutual charging energy E m ≈ 0.8 meV, which was determined by finite-bias spectroscopy. An electron in the lower-energy dot can tunnel to the higher-energy dot by absorbing an energy quantum |δ| from the environment. The DQD system therefore acts as a tunable and frequency-selective probe for electrical noise in its vicinity.
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By applying a voltage V qpcL(R) across one of the QPCs, we generate broadband noise with a high-frequency cutoff at eV qpcL(R) /h, meaning that the electrons passing through the QPC have an exponentially small probability to emit photons with energies higher than the bias energy. 17, 18, 19, 7 Due to the capacitive coupling, the generated photons can be absorbed by the DQD and drive inelastic transitions. In measuring the interdot tunneling rate Γ as a function of δ for increasing QPC bias, we therefore expect the equilibrium tunneling peak at δ = 0 to become broadened due to photon absorption in a window |δ| < |eV qpcL(R) |. In Fig. 2(b) , we plot the corresponding measurement for bias applied across the left QPC. A small region |V qpcL | < 0.15 mV, where the signal-to-noise ratio of the counting signal is not sufficient, is excluded from the data.
A remarkable feature of the data in Fig. 2(b) is the fact that not only the peak width is influenced by the QPC, but also its amplitude. The maximum Γ at V qpcL = ±2 mV is smaller by a factor of 0.6 compared to the maximum at V qpcL ≈ 0 mV. Direct gating by the voltage V qpcL can be excluded as the origin because of the magnitude of the effect, and second because of the symmetry in positive and negative V qpcL . A similar reduction in the resonant current through a QD as a function of QPC bias, has been reported in Ref. 12 . There, the effect could be explained by the excitation of an electron on the dot to a higher-energy state, from where it had the chance to tunnel back to the source lead.
We propose that in our measurements dot-lead processes are not relevant; this will be justified in more detail later in this paper. Instead, the reduction in Γ at zero δ is directly linked to its increase at non-zero δ via shift of spectral weight. For the discussion of this effect, we consider the QPC as a source of voltage noise, i.e., potential fluctuationsV (t) across the central dot barrier with a spectral density which we denote S V (ω). Such fluctuations lead to inelastic tunneling through the central barrier, which is expressed in terms of the probability density for the dot to exchange energy quanta E with the source of the field,
Here, the potential fluctuations are described in terms of the autocorrelation function J(t) = [φ(t) −φ(0)]φ(0) of the phase operatorsφ(t) = t 0 dt ′ eV (t ′ )/ . Equation (1) is valid for fieldsV (t) with typical frequencies much larger than the tunneling rate through the barrier, a regime in which P (E) can be interpreted as the spectral density of the electronic state in either of the two dots. It is normalized to unity and determines the energy dependence of the unidirectional tunneling rates between the dots, namely, Γ L←R (δ) ≡ Γ LR (δ) ∝ P (δ) (right to left) and Γ RL (δ) ∝ P (−δ) (left to right). Notably, the fact that P (δ) is not (necessarily) even in δ is due to the voltageV (t) being a quantum mechanical operator which does not commute with itself at different times, and hence J(t) = J(−t) in Eq. (1). It is only within this (quantum) formalism that P (δ) can describe spontaneous emission of energy quanta into the modes of the field; if the voltage were classical, only stimulated absorption and emission would be possible and P (δ) would be even in δ.
We are interested in the inelastic tunneling processes caused by the biased QPC. Other inelastic processes, however, are not negligible but instead even dominate over the QPC-driven processes. In particular, emission and absorption of phonons 21 within the InAs wire is known to be the most important mechanism for inelastic interdot tunneling. Here, we treat these processes as a background noise present at zero QPC voltage. We therefore split the voltage fluctuationsV , or rather their spectral density S V (ω), into an equilibrium part S (0) V (ω), which includes thermal fluctuations in the nanowire as well as contributions from the QPC, and an excess part S ex V (ω; V qpcL ), generated by the QPC at finite voltage V qpcL . The equilibrium contribution S (0) V then determines the line shape of the rates Γ RL,LR at zero QPC voltage, while the finite-bias noise shifts weight to higher/lower energies. Since the exponents J(t) = J (0) (t) + J ex (t) for the equilibrium and the excess noise contributions are additive, it follows from Eq. (1) that their probability densities P ex (E; V qpcL ) and P (0) (E) have to be convolved to obtain the total P (E). Identifying P (δ; V qpcL ) ∝ Γ LR (δ; V qpcL ) and P (0) (λ) ∝ Γ LR (λ; 0) (and likewise for Γ RL ), we can relate the rates at finite and zero bias,
To leading order in J ex , the probability density 
We assume S ex V to be proportional to the current shotnoise S ex I of the QPC, which amounts to assuming a frequency-independent trans-impedance Z tr relating the two. The symmetrized version of the shot-noise has been calculated by Khlus 17 and by Lesovik, 18 while the nonsymmetrized expression has been found in Refs. 22 and 11. Depending on the specific detector design, it is the non-symmetrized noise which is usually measured in an experiment, either at positive frequencies only 22 or at both positive and negative frequencies, as is the case in Refs. 11 and 23 as well as here. In the latter case, the asymmetry between positive and negative frequency results provides information on zero-point fluctuations (at sufficiently high frequencies as compared to the applied voltage and temperature). In the present situation, the excess noise is symmetric in frequency and hence we do not get access to those fluctuations (cf. 
where
is the transmission coefficient of the QPC. The noise spectrum (4) is even in ω, with a maximum at ω = 0, and is characterized by a highfrequency cutoff |ω| < |eV qpcL / | that is smeared by temperature.
Experimentally, we extract the rates Γ LR,RL from traces as that shown in Fig. 1(b) by averaging the time the signal spends in the low-or high-current state,
In the left column of Fig. 3 , we plot these rates as functions of V qpcL and δ. [For clarity, we also include the plot of Γ = Γ LR Γ RL /(Γ LR + Γ RL ) identical to that in Fig. 2(b) .] Indeed they qualitatively exhibit the principal features expected from Eq. (3) combined with the spectrum (4), namely, the reduction in their maxima around δ = 0 and their increase on the excitation side of the δ axis (that is, δ > 0 for Γ RL , and δ < 0 for Γ LR ).
For the quantitative comparison between experiment and theory, we simulated the effect of the QPC by numerically performing the convolution of the energy density (3) with the measured rates at a QPC bias close to zero, according to Eq. (2). The only unknown parameter in this analysis is the trans-impedance Z tr in S ex V (ω; V qpcL ) = |Z tr | 2 S ex I (ω; V qpcL ) that was determined by minimizing the fitting error (weighted according to the inverse experimental uncertainty). Some care has to be taken concerning the coefficient D appearing in the noise spectrum (4) . As seen in Fig. 1(b) , the relative changes in G qpcL caused by the hopping dot electron are large and the D coefficient relevant for the L→R processes (corresponding to the low-current state of the QPC signal, D L = 0.021) is therefore significantly different from the one relevant for R→L processes (D R = 0.045). The result of the analysis is given in the bottom row of Fig. 3 and shows a good agreement between theory and experiment. Both data sets, Γ LR (δ; V qpcL ) and Γ RL (δ; V qpcL ), are best approximated using a trans-impedance of Z tr = 5.4 kΩ. This value is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding figure given in Ref. 12 , a fact which is well explained with the stronger capacitive coupling in the present case.
In order to rule out alternative explanations of the data, we shortly discuss how QPC-driven tunneling between right dot and lead may affect the measurement of Γ LR,RL , and may account for the reduction in the tunneling rates near δ = 0 meV. Namely, when allowing for such dot-lead tunneling, the rate Γ LR (δ ≈ 0 meV) would become smaller for increasing bias V qpcL because an electron on the right dot may be excited into the lead (and tunnel back) instead of tunneling into the left dot. In the case of Γ RL (δ ≈ 0 meV) instead, the possible mechanism would involve excitation into the dot: the QPC may overcome the mutual charging energy and excite an electron from the lead into the right dot, thus blocking tunneling from left to right dot [see also Fig. 2(a) ]. However, such dot-lead processes take place predominantly as compositions of excitations to an intermediate state and subsequent elastic tunneling into the lead 8 (or, in the other direction, excitation of the valence electron of the dot and subsequent tunneling from the lead into the unoccupied low-energy state). This is in contradiction to the fact that there is no indication of an onset in bias voltage in the data, which should be present at the energy of the excited state, if dot-lead processes were relevant. Instead, the changes in Γ RL,LR are smooth and gradual, and already significant at eV qpcL values below the typical single-particle excitation energy of 0.8 meV in our sample. Furthermore, we stress that the PAT theory is able to quantify the behavior of the rates on and off peak with a single parameter, whereas in a model incorporating dot-lead processes these two are separate regimes.
For all measurements presented up to now, the right QPC's source-drain voltage was set to zero. Similar to the left QPC, it is tuned to a low conductance of approximately 0.08e 2 /h, and can be used as a noise source. This allows to test whether the perturbations created by the two QPCs have independent effects on the dot. To this end, we fix the detuning at a value of δ = 1.5 meV and measure Γ RL (i.e., the photon-absorption rate) as a function of left and right QPC bias voltages. The result, shown in Fig. 4 , is a plot with a characteristic, square structure with a region of zero absorption in the inner part. This confirms the picture described above in the sense that there is a well-defined energy threshold for one-photon processes (|eV qpcL |, |eV qpcR |) > |δ|, and that to first order the effects of the two QPCs add independently. Two-photon processes with pho-tons arriving at the double dot originating from the two QPCs would result in an additional, possibly diamondlike structure due to the differing energy conservation condition |eV qpcL |+|eV qpcR | ≥ |δ|. A measurement of the kind shown in Fig. 4 provides a unique way of directly mapping the addition of energies of photons 24 emitted by different sources.
We have investigated the process of photon-assisted tunneling driven by QPC noise in an InAs based DQD. Due to the full tunability of the DQD, we could observe the expected suppression of tunneling for zero dot detuning with increasing noise strength compensating for the increase in tunneling for nonzero detuning. Our data can be understood by treating the QPC as a high-frequency noise source. Finally, by measurements with two separate emitter QPCs we confirm that their effects add up independently.
